and DS sRNA network was constructed using sRNA expression profiles in DS samples.
7 5
The package WGCNA uses an appropriate soft-thresholding power to construct a 2 7 6
weighted gene network. Modules of highly correlated sRNAs were identified using 2 7 7
topological overlap measure (TOM) implemented in WGCNA. Module preservation 2 7 8
analysis was also performed using WGCNA, with DS network as a test and WW network 2 7 9
as a reference, and vice versa. An R script for network analysis has been deposited at 2 8 0
GitHub (https://github.com/liu3zhenlab/sRNAs_drought). The database of mature miRNAs was downloaded from miRBase v22 2 8 4
(ftp://mirbase.org/pub/mirbase). In total, 325 mature B73 maize miRNAs from 174 2 8 5
miRNA genes were extracted. Any sRNAs discovered in this study identical to these 2 8 6 mature miRNAs were annotated as known miRNAs.
8 7 8 8
ShortStack (v3.8.5) was used to de novo identify a set of miRNAs with the parameters (--2 8 9
dicermin 18 --dicermax 30 --mismatches 0 --mincov 0.5rpm), and using B73Ref4 2 9 0 (version 4) as the reference genome (AXTELL 2013b). ShortStack identified novel 2 9 1 miRNA loci that did not overlap with any known miRNA genes. Any mature miRNAs 2 9 2 from novel miRNA loci were referred to as novel miRNAs. Some mature miRNAs from 2 9 3
ShortStack are not known miRNAs but from known miRNA genes. Combining both 2 9 4
known mature miRNAs and all newly discovered mature miRNAs by ShortStack using 2 9 5
our massive sRNA datasets, we updated the miRNA set, referred to as 2 9 6
B73miRBase22plus.
9 7
1 4 2 9 8
Identification of IsomiRs

9 9
IsomiRs are variants of the reference mature miRNAs (MORIN et al. 2008 ). An isomiR in 3 0 0 this study is a small RNA perfectly matching a pri-miRNA but with a different sequence 3 0 1 from mature miRNAs in the B73miRBase22plus. Only 20-22 nt sRNAs identical to the 3 0 2
plus-stranded sequence of a region of pri-miRNAs were referred to as isomiRs. Degradome raw reads were obtained from a previous maize miRNA study (LIU et al. 
Results
8
Physiological changes of seedlings under drought conditions 3 3 9
Maize seedlings were subjected to drought over a period of nine days ( Figure 1A ).
4 0
Three-day-old B73 seedlings after germination were subjected to two treatments, drought biological replicates at each day. At 10 DAW, some seedlings from the DS treatment 3 4 4 group were subjected to two treatments: continuously withholding water (DS) and re-3 4 5
watering, both of which were sampled at the 11th day. Two biological replicates were 3 4 6 collected, resulting in two additional DS samples on day 11 and two re-watering samples 3 4 7
at one day after addition of water at day 10. A total of 36 plant samples were processed.
4 8
Compared to WW seedlings, DS-treated seedlings showed severe stressed phenotype by average, 97.5% of reads were retained after adaptor and quality trimming of each sample 3 6 3 (Table S1 ). The majority of sRNAs were between 18 and 26 nucleotides (nt). The 24-nt example, the single copy miR168 locus was expressed at a high level (138,292 reads).
0 4
Conversely, the expression of most genomic high-copy NR-sRNAs was low. Some high- regulation on drought (transiently down-regulation group, N=1,325), which were down-4 7 7 regulated at around 7 DAW when drought stress became intense, followed by a gradual DS and WW samples, respectively ( Figure 5A , 5B, Table S3 ). Network statistics 5 0 2 indicate intrinsic differences between the two networks ( Table S6) were functional annotated with the Rfam database (6 miRNAs and 9 sno-sRNAs). The
2 6
module preservation analysis also revealed differences between modules in the DS and 5 2 7
WW networks. The yellow module in the DS network is the least preserved module, 5 2 8
indicating sRNAs of the module were perturbed in response to drought stress ( Figure   5 2 9 5C). Indeed, the yellow module consists of 38 sRNAs that were down-regulated upon 5 3 0 drought stress. In the WW network, the green module is the least preserved one, and most 5 3 1 sRNAs were up-regulated upon drought. loci (Cluster_23765, Cluster_27697, and Cluster_45700) were identified in MIR1878,
4 4
MIR156c, and MIR166d, respectively. We combined both known and newly discovered 5 4 5 mature miRNAs to create a new miRNA set referred to as B73miRBase22plus (Table   5  4 sRNAs are derived from high-copy genomic repeats. The 24 nt sRNAs were the 6 0 8
predominate species among single-copy sRNAs in this study, which is inconsistent with 6 0 9
the observations in most other plant species. In fact, 24 nt sRNAs are generally referred 6 1 0 to as heterochromatic siRNAs and are primarily derived from intergenic and/or repetitive 6 1 1 genomic regions (DUNOYER et al. 2007; KASSCHAU et al. 2007 ; AXTELL 2013a).
1 2
However, 24 nt sRNAs were also recently shown to be enriched in euchromatic regions 6 1 3
with low DNA cytosine methylation in an independent maize study (HE et al. 2013) ,
which is consistent with our observation. Based on ShortStack sRNA genomic mapping, 6 1 5
24-nt sRNA genomic loci were largely located at intergenic regions, but closer to protein-6 1 6
coding genes compared to randomly shuffled simulated loci ( Figure S12 ). exhibited low histone modification levels for all histone epimarks examined. Given that 6 2 6 most 24 nt sRNAs are generated by PolIV, heavy nucleosome loading and/or strong 6 2 7
histone modifications of examined epimarks are likely not prerequisites for transcription 6 2 8
via PolIV (LI et al. 2015b; LUNARDON et al. 2016) . as Arabidopsis (BUTLER et al. 2008) , rice (ZHOU et al. 2010; FANG et al. 2014) , soybean 6 5 6
(AXTELL 2013b) and poplar (SHUAI et al. 2013) . Drought-induced miRNAs suppress 6 5 7
their target mRNAs, while down-regulated miRNAs result in the de-repression of the 6 5 8
target mRNAs (FERDOUS et al. 2015) . The miRNAs may exhibit distinct responses to 6 5 9 drought stress in different plant species (ZHAI et al. 2015) . For example, miR168a/b 6 6 0 down-regulated on drought in rice (ZHOU et al. 2010) , but was induced in response to 6 6 1 drought stress in maize. We have identified 39 drought-responsive miRNAs or isomiRs, 
